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Going digital can transform 
your loyalty program –
And no, it’s not just an app!
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Introduction
Over the last few years, going digital has provided loyalty marketers two areas of opportunities

toward consumers - connecting better with existing consumers and expanding reach to new

consumers. While many programs have undergone digital transformations, they are still far from

realizing value from both areas.

Why is this so? After all, most programs have websites, apps, and presence on social media

platforms. These websites and apps have evolved from static information sources to care channels –

a member can view and update her profile, view transactions, redeem points, and download

statements. Programs have also used mobile marketing; however, there is research pointing to users

disabling notifications or stopping app usage when marketing notifications are constantly pushed1.

The point is that while digital care features help connect the program better with members, most

programs in the market now provide them and, hence, these no longer act as differentiators.

Nielsen’s research2 has showed that digitization of program operations – while it serves existing

members – is not enough to attract new members. Top features valued by members in this regard

are flexibility in transacting, getting rewarded across channels, and the variety in rewards.

Furthermore, with loyalty programs exploding in numbers, consumers are demanding more

innovative features from programs. On the other hand, financial liability of unredeemed points has

ballooned, resulting in programs exploring avenues to reduce cost3.

All of this means that programs must simultaneously focus on creating consumer-centric

opportunities, reducing cost, and improving efficiency to create and sustain value. While it may sound

counterintuitive to be able to do all three together, thoughtful digital strategies and initiatives can

seamlessly create value in all of these areas.



1. Promote smartphone as an integrated Digital Loyalty and 
Payments Card

Physical loyalty cards – in the form of magnetic stripe cards, cards with a chip and pin, or cards with

printed bar code – have long been the medium for program operations – especially retail programs.

This has evolved with some programs extending loyalty cards to their apps so members would not

have to carry plastic cards. Select programs, such as My Starbucks Rewards program, have also

integrated mobile payment within the loyalty program app. Research shows that majority of program

members worldwide find mobile payment integrated with loyalty cards highly appealing4. Digital

opportunity for programs here is clear – promote smartphone as the new “loyalty card” and integrate

payment process and promotions to enrich it further.

Surprisingly though, few loyalty programs have integrated end-to-end payment functionality into their

loyalty programs. Secondly, and more importantly, most of the programs still operate in dual mode,

i.e., through both plastic cards and mobile app interchangeably. Primary rationale offered by

retailers for offering the dual mode is to ensure hassle-free access to consumers in case of any

technology-related breakdowns. This strategy made sense when smartphone adoption was low and

mobile payments technology was in infancy. However, continuing with it in the post-Covid era

creates number of issues and missed opportunities. First, it keeps the program from realizing cost

savings from discontinuing physical cards/ coupons infrastructure. Second, and perhaps most

important, it gives the program an easy escape route to fall back to using physical cards on

encountering issues in digital technology, instead of fixing its digital operations in the first place.

Third, it prevents the program from fully exploiting additional opportunities such as providing tailored

offers to members through the app.

Consider this - apart from mobile wallets such as Apple and Google Pay, several aggregator apps

such as Stocard, Key Ring, VirtualCards and CardStar are already available that allow users to

store multiple loyalty cards, scan them while shopping, and viewpoints’ balances in one place.

Therefore, a standalone loyalty program app that only provides limited digital functionality such as

scanning the card while shopping already has stiff competition from the aggregator apps, and is

behind the curve. This is not to say that just having an app is a panacea for all problems; but it is to

say that having a fully digital program with integrated mobile payments - which is easier than ever

now via reliable smartphone integration – is a big step in the right direction to both increase app

usage, program adoption and realize cost savings.
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2. As a CPG Loyalty Program, collect and act on consumer 
purchase data

While it sounds clichéd to mention that consumer data is the oil that enables a loyalty program to

run and thrive in the longer run, acquiring this data is cumbersome for a traditional Consumer Goods

company. Unlike a retailer, who owns their end consumer, and can have full access to POS data, a

Consumer Goods company is reliant on its customer – the retailer – to share consumer purchase

data, which is often at a monetary cost, and sometimes simply not available to be shared. Since

data shared by retailers with Consumer Goods companies is aggregated, having access to a full

basket-level breakdown at POS level, and associating it to the end consumer is difficult for a

Consumer Goods company. Another way that Consumer Goods companies often use is to buy

syndicated panel data from market research companies such as Nielsen/ IRI which is also non-

personalized, and, therefore, not useful to get basket level insights.

At the outset, we are not saying a loyalty program can help a Consumer Goods company tame this

beast, but it can certainly help make progress on this front. The principle here is to aim to retrieve

the actual basket level purchase data directly from consumers by offering loyalty rewards. Loyalty

programs run by Consumer Goods companies, operating on the mechanism of offering rewards for

end-consumer purchases, have tried several ways to capture the purchase information. Programs

such as Coca Cola’s My Coke Rewards (Now discontinued) and P&G’s Pampers Club have relied

on their members to submit codes – found on the inside of Coke bottlecaps and inside Pampers

packs respectively – to receive points/ stamps to exchange for rewards/ freebies. Few other newer

programs, such as MyCooler Rewards from AB InBev and Family Rewards from Kellogg’s have

tried to eliminate the need to submit codes by enabling their consumers to directly submit purchase

receipts to receive points and rewards.

The logical big step for Consumer Goods loyalty programs (Especially those companies with

multiple product lines) is to tie in rewards to not only purchases made of its products, but to try

timely submission of all POS receipts to capture as much data as possible, and, in turn, use this

data to create basket level purchase profile for the consumer. For example, data extracted from a

paper receipt from a grocery retailer yields information about where, when and at what time the

purchase was made, which products were purchased, and what price was paid for each of these.

This purchase data, combined with the member’s profile and segment information stored at the back

end, can be as powerful, if not more, as the syndicated panel data bought from market research

companies (relevant side note – submitting data this way is less time consuming for a consumer

than submitting it to a panel which necessitates a consumer to scan all the product bar codes

independently and enter prices, date, and location of purchase manually).
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Moreover, there is potential to make this process as effortless and seamless as possible by enabling

digital submission over web/ app and employing text extraction and back-end algorithms to extract

and match submitted information. A number of retailers have already enabled digital receipts which

further eliminates the need for taking pictures and uploading them.

A Consumer Goods company with multiple product lines can analyze this data to gain valuable

insights – which of its products are being bought, which are being looked over (Factoring in

distribution and market access data points), who to promote products for cross-sell to, and most

importantly, who is buying the products. An added bonus is a well-managed loyal consumer base

that can be leveraged if and when the company decides to develop its own Direct-to-Consumer

channel and proposition.

None of this is to say that this is an easy undertaking. Like any other initiative, loyalty fraud will need

to be monitored. Trained back-end algorithms will need to be updated to cater to periodic product

name changes made by retailers. Also, not all consumers might submit every single purchase even

when loyalty rewards are offered. However, none of these challenges are so unsurmountable as to

not undertake the effort that can help the company get access to end consumer’s attributable

purchase insights.
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3. Enable cross-program points earning and burning 
Since it takes long time for an ordinary member to accumulate substantial number of points

organically, providing opportunities to earn additional points and burn them for a wider variety of

rewards can become a key program differentiator. In fact, key reasons why so many members are

inactive are long time taken to earn points, and not-so-attractive rewards5. A standalone program

can provide limited additional opportunities such as awarding points’ bonuses; however, to provide

these opportunities continuously, it needs to join hands with other programs.

One way to achieve this objective is to join a coalition loyalty program. Without getting into detailed

pros and cons of coalition program mechanics, established coalition programs – Nectar in UK and

Airmiles program operating in Canada, Netherlands, and the Middle East – are far fewer in

numbers. Secondly, coalition programs are known to sell program points at a premium to non-core

program partners and seek heavy discount on points’ redemption value, making the business case

to join unviable for a smaller program without big financial muscle.

Some programs follow a different path and allow points to be converted to other programs.

However, these conversions are not real-time, have poor points’ conversion ratio, and mandate a

large minimum points’ threshold for exchange. Additionally, even those program allowing points’

conversion to other programs do not allow a simultaneous conversion to two or more partners.

There are reasons programs put these restrictions in place. Internal organizational constraints –

each program wanting to protect its equity and making money on points’ exchanges – and also

technology constraints – each program wanting to keep points’ exchange cost and complexities to a

minimum – are the most important ones.



While the organizational constraints are legitimate, not enabling cross-program earning and burning

is a missed opportunity to create a soft points’ coalition, without formally joining a coalition loyalty

program. Moreover, the process can also be digitally enriched, improved and simplified over its

current form; here’s how:

A standalone program - having partnered with and agreed upon points’ conversion ratio with other

programs – can then transparently offer its members to earn base points for each purchase – either

100% of points in any of the partner standalone programs, or in multiple programs at a ratio. For

example, a member of a Hotel Rewards program can choose for each stay to receive 75% of the

base points in Hotel Rewards and remaining 25% converted to a partner Program in near-real-time.

How this approach would work is illustrated with an example below:
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Apart from removing minimum point threshold and delayed conversion deficiencies, the proposed

process also allows for conversions to more than one programs – in effect creating a soft points’

coalition as mentioned earlier. Programs can also fine-tune the conversion mechanics to suit

specific objectives. For example, a Hotel Rewards program might allow members to select one

partner each from Airline, Car Rental and Convenience Store programs, while putting a limit on total

number of selections. An existing loyalty program marketing team that manages promotions can

manage the predominantly one-time activity of partner selection, onboarding, and points’ exchange

logistics and curate the same going ahead without creating an additional resourcing overhead. A

process planned and executed this way will provide consumers flexibility and programs an

opportunity to increase member satisfaction and loyalty.



Summary & broader implications
As brands strive to continuously keep their loyalty programs relevant, the three areas detailed above represent

three fundamental digital strategy principles and lessons to follow:

1. When value is proven, embrace Digital fully: When underlying digital technology is in a start-up phase, it

makes sense for a program to be in a “Digital-Also” mode – preserving non-digital operations to minimize risk.

However, when technology matures – as it has with smartphone usage, adoption, and mobile payments – a

program must be willing to move to “Digital-First” and “Digital-Only” modes of operations. Shifting digital gears at

the right time will not only realize cost savings, but also enable the program benefit from advances in technology

quicker.

2. Use Digital to break physical barriers to reach end users: A loyalty program helps the brand establish

relationships with its consumers. However, the aim of any program should not be limited to capturing purchase

level transactions and data. Identifying how end users use the product, their preferences and their feedback is

key to sustain and grow the parent brand and loyalty program both organically and inorganically (through data

monetization). A barrier to capturing this next-level data is usually that the program has to undertake specific,

costly data collection initiatives through small-sample customer satisfaction or market surveys. Digital could be

harnessed a great deal here – by harnessing smartphone adoption to leverage crowdsourcing – to collect this

data at a reduced cost and greater frequency, mine it, and use the insights to grow the program.

3. Join hands with other programs to deliver value to members: Power of digital is such that in addition to

bringing programs closer to their members, it can help programs join hands with each other. Even when a

standalone program wants to protect its equity and does not want to make big investments in a coalition

program, it can still collaborate with other programs to create soft points’ coalitions as described earlier. Creating

such coalitions will deliver value and flexibility to consumers and keep the program relevant – a win-win for all

parties!
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